Teleseismic traveltime anomalies for events recorded on portable seismograph arrays across the northern and southern margins of the Amadeus Basin in central Australia are inverted to obtain a picture of the velocity structure at a scale on the order of 5-10 km. A modifled srnr algorithm is used to iteratively redistribute traveltime anomalies along incoming ray paths, subject to regularization constraints, to obtain a direct estimate of the lithospheric velocity freld beneath the arrays. Model structure is assumed fo be 2-D, based on the strong east-'ri/est strike of surface geology and gravity structure in the area. Spurious structures commonly generated in snr inversions are suppressed using a filter based on the density ofrays. A weighting towards near-surface structure is also applied to test the robustness of the inference of deep structures.
INTRODUCTION
Laferal variations in the structure and thickness of the crust in central Australia result from a series of orogenic events from the mid Proterozoic to the late Palaeozoic. The crustal stnrcture that gives rise to the pronounced gravity anomalies across the Amadeus and surrounding basins also affects the traveltimes of seismic waves passing through it. At the coarsest scale, waves passing through regions of thickened crust are delayed with respect to their neighbours passing through o 1996 RAS thinner crust and a correspondingly greater thickness ofhighervelocity mantle rock. An array of synchronized seismographs recording teleseismic arrivals can therefore provide a measure of crustal thickness variations beneath the array. This paper describes numerical tomographic experiments aimed at resolving crustal structure from teleseismic traveltime anomalies recorded on arrays of portable seismometers set up across the margins of the Amadeus Basin in central Australia. Observations for sources at a raîge of diflerent azimuths show systematic variations and provide sufficient redundancy in 64s sampling different paths through the same lithospheric block to allow the extraction of a picture of the velocity structure down to a scale on the order of the station separation, in this case 5-10 km.
Forward modelling of the traveltime anomalies along these lines has been described by Lambeck, Burgess & Shaw (1988) and Lambeck & Burgess (1992) . Because this method involves trial-and-error evaluation of a suite ofpreconceived models, it is open to the possibility of subjective bias in the class of models chosen for testing, and it is very time-consuming to evaluate enough cases to counter this possibility and arrive at an optimum range of models.
The approach used in this paper is to formally invert the anomalies based on the assumption that they are due to velocity variations in the crust and mantle immediately below the recording arrays. In this way we attempt to isolate the features that are required by the data, independent as far as possible of preconceived expectations of the pattþrn of crustal structure. Cell slownesses are iteratively reûned using a modiûed snr (simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique) algorithm. Velocity structure is then recovered from the cell slownesses using an assumed background velocity gradient and crustal thickness, and combined with an empirical velocitydensity relation to generate gravity protles for comparison with observations.
The Amadeus Basin is a predominantly Palaeozoic intracontinental basin shaped by overthrusting of the northern and southern margins. The tectonic history of the bâsin has recently been described by Shaw, Etheridge & Lambeck (1991a) , Lindsay & Korsch (1991) and Shaw (1991) , and detailed geological, geophysical and geochemical information on the basin is compiled in Korsch & Kennard (1991) . Several major episodes of deformation occurred on both margins during the mid to late Proterozoic. The last major deformation at the northern margin was the 400-300 Ma Alice Springs Orogeny, which caused several tens of kilometres of crustal shortening across the Redbank Thrust Zone,and whose effects dominate the present structure of the basin margin. On the southern margin several tectonic events may háve contributed significantly to the evolution of the basin margin, including one at 1200-1000 Ma, the less widespread Petermann Orogeny at 600-550 Ma, and possibly another event at around 800 Ma, associated with the Gairdner Dyke swarm (Zhao &. McCulloch 1993) . These movements juxtaposed medium-to high-grade metamorphic terranes, the Arunta Block to the north and the Musgrave Block to the south, against the margins of the basin.
Both of these blocks contain a wealth of internal structure that is only poorly understood. A deep seismic profile was shot across the basin in 1985, extending from the middle of the basin across the northern margin and well into the Arunta Block (Goleby et aL 1988 (Goleby et aL , 1989 (Goleby et aL , 1990 . This line identified a major thrust fault, the Redbank Thrust, dipping at 35' down to at least 35 km. This fault coincides at the surface with mylonites of the Redbank zone, which separate the granulitegrade Central Arunta province from the lower-grade Southern Arunta province (Shaw, Stewart & Black 1984) . Rb-Sr dating indicates an age of around 350 Ma for the last major movement on these zones (Shaw and Black, 1991) . The reflection profile also shows evidence for other more minor faults in the Central Arunta with uncertain sense of movement.
No deep-seismic information is available over the southern margin, but several major faults are observed at the surface (Fig. 1) . The Woodroffe Fault is a shallow-dipping fault that weaves erratically in an east-west direction across the northern Musgrave block. Where our seismograph array (the Musgrave line) crosses it, it is just south of the basin margin. Further south within the Musgrave block are the more steeply dipping Mann and Davenport Faults. Several other signiûcant lineations, notably the Lindsay and Wintiginna lineaments, can be identified in aeromagnetic maps and probably represent faults hidden by Cenozoic cover. Another aim of this study is to investigate how well these internal features of the basement blocks can be resolved from the available traveltime data, and what improvements to the station geometry would enable us to image them more clearly.
DATA
The data consist of relative traveltime anomalies for firstarrival seismic signals arriving at stations along each of three arrays: the'Redbank and Arunta lines across the northern margin of the Amadeus Basin and the Musgrave line across its southern margin (Fig. 1) . Details of the acquisition and processing of the data are described by Lambeck & Penney (1984) , Lambeck et aI. (1988) and Lambeck & Burgess (1992) , and are only briefly summarized below.
For each source (j) and receiver (i) pair, an observed traveltime, ri;, is fôund from comparison of the observed record with the National Earthquake Information Service (NEIS) epicentral parameters, and an expected traveltime ti; calculated from the epicentral distance using the Herrin eú aI. (L968) traveltime tables. A diflerential traveltime anomalv is then defined by LI Lt,, : ¡t. -ti¡ -; L Q?, -t"). ' t,:.'-This removes any bias due to source-time uncertainties and systematic differences between the arrival time and the part of the wavefront picked on each record section. Differential anomalies from groups of rays originating from a single source atea.ate then combined into a composite ray by regression on the model equation, Lt¡t:a.¡tí+ Eíj,
where ø, is an event correction, ú; is the station anomaly, e¿, is the error term, andj now ranges over all rays from a particular source region. The azimuth and epicentral distance ranges for each distinct source region are listed in Table 1 . Most sources of error are eliminated or minimized during this process, all dc effects, for example, dropping out of the differential anomaly. The most significant remaining systematic errors will be those that contribute to a linear variation of the anomaly across the array. These include errors in event location, which introduce a linear error through út;, and errors in the theoretical traveltime curves themselves. We also assume that the ray is incident as a plane wave at the array (Fig.2) , introducing an error to the incidence angle of substantially less than 1'. Anomalous structure in the source region is another concern, and for this reason deeþ events are preferred. All of these errors remain within reasonable bounds because the receiver array lines are relatively short (150-200km) compared to the epicentral distances. 
ANALYSIS
The residuals are used as input to a numerical inversion procedure to obtain a direct estimate of the lithospheric velocity field along three proûles. The fundamental assumptions used in the modellins of the station anomalies t. are that o 1996 RAS, GJr 126,645-662 Figure 2 . Geometry of (a) the source-receiver configuration (b) the crustal slowness model parametization.
H. W. S. McQueen qnd K. Lambeck they are caused by velocity variations in the crust and lithosphere beneath the array and that rays from a single source region incident at the various stations have a common path history prior to reaching the vicinity ofthe array. The principles of reconstructing features of the lithospheric velocity field under these assumptions are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . A region of anomalous crustal velocity not only casts a traveltime 'shadow' in different places, depending on the direction of arrival of the incoming rays, but also casts a shadow of varying shape because of the dependence on incidence angle of the path length of the ray through the anomalous region.
'We therefore construct a model of the lithosphere consisting of a rectangular array of constant-velocity blocks or cells through which the arriving rays are traced. The ti are then assumed to be the sum of the slowness anomalies of the cells through which the associated incident ray has passed, weighted by the path length through the cells. This leads to the equation
where x, is the slowness anomaly in the jth cell and ,4,, is the length of the jth ny path through the jth cell. The variable number and quality of events entering into the composite rays leads to a corresponding variability in the accuracies of the ú,.
The formal error estimates produced by the regression on (1) are used to generate a diagonal data covariance matrix G that is used to weight the inversion. The governing equation then becomes
In the following we will assume this weighting has been done, and redefine Because of the potentially large number of unknowns (cells) we use an iterative backprojection method to solve this equation. In this approach, the traveltime anomaly is iteratively redistributed back down the incoming ray path (Fig. 3b) 
x!o+rt : xj.o) + ^xjo), where r, is the vector of traveltime residuals (r9: t;) and C and R are diagonal matrices of the column and row sums of A, respectively. Usually x! is set to zero, although other starting models may be used to probe uniqueness. Van der Sluis & Yan der Vorst (1987) show that the sßr algorithm actually converges to the solution of the reweighted problem, R-1/2Ax: R-1/2t, subject to the constraint of minimizing xrGx. Since a17 ray paths through the model are close to the same length in this study, the reweig\ting has little effect, but the quadratic form weighted by the column sums is significant. The column sums represent the total length of rays passing through a particular cell, i.e. a measure of the information density in the cell, so that cells with high information density are preferentially fitted. This gives rise to a characteristic behaviour of snr inversions: when using relatively inconsistent data, the algorithm tends to build up slowness anomalies in regions of low information density where it is less tightly constrained. Such features, observed by Spakman & Nolet (1988) in their comparison of snr with a conjugate gradient method, are spurious and can be suppressed in several ways. One is to modify C so as to change the minimization constraint. For example, setting C: I causes all the cells to be weighted equally. This has the drawback that the weighting of the fit towards areas of high inforrhation density is lost in all regions, although this is substantially mitigated in the algorithm used by Hager et al. (1985) , which uses a damping factor ¡t, replacing G by C+pl. The approach used here is to apply the standard algorithm (4) and then to window the slowness correction by a simple function of the information density, C, xln+tt:f(Crr)x\o+tt, and Cs and ø (>0) are selected by trial and error. This has the effect of restricting the slowness anomalies not only to the region of the model cells, but to the region 'illuminated' by the incoming rays. The cost is a slowing of convergence to a degree governed by the relative size of the illuminated and 'dark' regions of the model. In practice, this is found to be an acceptable trade-off. In choosing the windowing parameters, we note that setting the index ø to 0 is equivalent to no windowing. Tests indicate that ø: 1 leaves some spurious features, while ø:2 g¡ves results hardly distinguishable from higher values, so 2 is usually chosen. A suitable value for Cs is around the mean of the non-zero C".
Ray tracing
Initial calculations were performed using straight-line rays shot through the model at the angle of incidence of the rays at the base. However, the scale of the target region makes it necessary to take account ofray curvature in the velocity gradient across the lithosphere in order to reproduce accurately the dip angle of the sloping interfaces that are an important feature of the sections studied. Since the model is cast in terms of slowness anomalies, a depth-dependent background velocity field ( Fig.4c ) must be assumed for the conversion to velocity. This is often deemed sufficient in ray tomographic reconstructions, but the slowness anomalies produced here are of sufficient magnitude to signiflcantly focus and defocus rays passing through them, and we retrace the rays at each iteration. A simple method of ray tracing is adopted, using Snell's law at each cell interface crossed by the ray with a minor modiûcation to prevent spurious reflections caused by artiflcially sharp discontinuities in the digitized representation of the velocity field. Experiments with varying mesh densities suggest that a more sophisticated ray-fiacing algorithm is not warranted for the scale and magnitude of the features being modelled. The inclusion of ray tracing makes the algorithm more complicated because the matrix A becomes a function of the model x and the problem is now non-linear. A must be recalculated at each iteration and, for consistency, the information density window must be applied to the model correction at each time step so that rays are traced through the most up-to-date representation of the model.
Regularization
In common with most geophysical inverse problems, this problem, as it has been cast, is simultaneously underdetermined and overconstrained. Characteristic of the latter is that it is not possible to fit all the observed traveltime anomalies unless the base of the model is pushed very deep, in which limit the solution becomes meaningless. The overconstraint is necessary to provide good location control on the velocity anomalies, and some residual error is to be expected, at approximately the level of accuracy of the composite traveltime anomalies. The choice of model depth is a matter for trial and error, and several diflerent values have been used to get a better picture of the overall character of the solution. The underdetermined nature of the problem means that there exists a family of solutions capable of fitting the data to any speciflc accuracy, and the process of regularization governs the selection of one member of that family on the basis of some desirable feature. Without any explicit regularization, the member selected by snr is that which minimizes xrCx, but we have already performed some regularaation in applying the information density window. In order to test the robustness of features of the solution, it is desirable to apply smoothness and other constraints. These are most conveniently applied here by applying, for example, a smoothing filter to the slowness grid at each iteration. A parameter charactenzíng the severity of smoothing can then be balanced against misfit reduction. o 1996 RAS, GJI 126,645-662
Gravity calculation
With a velocity-fleld solution in hand, it is possible to go a step further and estimate, if only roughly, the surface gravityanomaly signal implied by the solution. To do this, the slowness field is ûrst converted to velocity using the background velocity model of Fig. 4 , after which empirical velocity-density relations are used to convert to density. This is the weakest link in the process, and several approaches have been used. The simplest is the one-parameter conversion, up:320i2.27p,
where oo is compressional velocity and p is bulk density in SI units. This relationship was derived for plutonic and quasiisotropic metamorphic rocks under 1 GPa confining pressure (Gebrande 1982 ) and is consistent with laboratory studies of samples collected from the study area (Shaw 1987) . There is a good deal of scatter on this relationship, due in large part to the compositional and mineralogical dependence of the relationship, and some allowance is made for these factors in the two-parameter Birch relationship. In this case a material is characterized by its mean atomic weight, m, and under the same pressure and range of rock types as above, the relationship takes the form (Gebrande 1982) ,p: -380+2.49p-200(m-21.5).
This relationship also has significant weaknesses (e.g. Liebermann 1982; Kern 1982) and we can only expect to reproduce the broad trend of the implied gravity. Finally, a 2-D gravity modelling program based on the algorithm of Talwani, 'Worzel & Landisman (1959) is used to build up the gravity anomalies f¡om densities cell by cell.
TrIE MIJSGRAVE LINE
The traveltime residuals for five different source regions at the 25 active stations on the 228km long Musgrave line across the southern edge of the basin are shown in Fig.4(b) . The azímuth and epicentral distance ranges for the five regions are given in Table 1 and the locations of major surface features are listed in Table 2 . The systematic variations of the arrival times with the projected incidence angle of the incoming rays produce the more robust features of the final model. The model paramelnzation consists of a rectangular mesh of cells ofconstant slowness extending about 100 km beyond each end of the line in the plane of the nearly linear array and to a depth, in most inversions, of 100 km. The initial velocity-depth function is shown in Fig.4(c) . The model structure is assumed to be 2-D in the plane of the approximately N-S trending arrays, although the incident teleseismic rays are traced through a fully 3-D mesh of cells. This model mesh extends horizontally far enough so that all incident rays enteÍ through the base of the model. This assumption of two-dimensionality is based on the strong east-lvest strike of surface and gravity structure in the vicinity of the lines (e.g. Lambeck 1983; Shaw 1991) . Incident ray paths traced through the initial assumed velocity field are shown in Fig. 4 (a) for these source regions. In subsequent iterations, the ray paths become less regular as localized slowness anomalies focus and defocus the rays.
Applying the srRr algorithm through 10 iterations without any damping or filtering produces the result shown in Fig. a(d) . 
100.
This solution displays the spurious features found to be characteristic of straightforward snr inversions (e.g. Spakman & Nolet 1988) . For example, the small concentrations of anomalous slowness along the base of the model from x : -50 to * 30 km have formed in an area where the density of rays is low and are each being built up by only one or two rays. This class of solution, a result of the snr algorithm depositing inconsistent information in regions of low information density, is not strictly wrong, but is unlikely and leads to models characterized by high values of roughness.
To prevent this behaviour, we chose to use the information density window discussed in the previous section, based on the density of rays. This method arose out of the simple expedient of drawing a line around the region where we had confidence in the result and ignoring any ûne detail outside it. The ûlter \rye now apply at each iteration implements the constraint that the arrival-time variations be attributed preferentially to velocity stnrctures in regions that are well illuminated by incoming rays. Variations that cannot be attributed to the illuminated regions are returned to the noise vector rather than creating spurious structure. Central Austrqliqn crustal sftucture 65I feature corresponding to the Lindsay lineament further south, as speculatively inferred by Lambeck (1991) , as it is in a region of relatively low information density. It is possible to find room for a fault dipping northwards beneath the high-velocity block from south of station 1, but the array would have to be extended further south to verify this. The other major surface structural features on the line, the Woodroffe Fault near station 14 and the basin margin near station 19, arc not reflected in the slowness maps. Where it crops out, the Woodroffe Fault dips at about 30' (Major 1973) and the trace of the fault at the surface is irregular. This and the slowness maps derived here are both consistent with it being a shallow feature, carrying a sliver of high-grade rock over a more substantial package of upper-crustal material. It is likely then that the Woodroffe Fault intersects the steeper (Mann or Davenport?) fault, imaged in Fig. 5 , at no more than 5-10 km depth.
At the northern end of the line, relative velocity rises again towards the mid-bâsin gravity high near station 26.
'[he apparent segmentation of this high coincides with a strip of particularly low information density and is probably an artefact of the flltering.
Regularization
While the information-density filter removes most spurious features, there remains a tendency for slowness anomalies to be smeared along incident ray paths, particularly at the edge of the illuminated zone. In these regions, while the information density is acceptable in terms of spatial coverage, most rays dip in the same direction and there are insufficient ray crossings to constrain the along-path distribution of slowness. One way to deal with this would be" to use a more sophisticated representation of information density taking account of the density and angle ofray crossings, but we have chosen instead to use a regularization procedure to reduce the problem. Several types of regularization have been applied to test the robustness of various features in the solution. First, a simple five-point smoothing filter is passed through the grid at each iteration. In the body of the model, the smoothing is defined by s,: (1 -y)s; +L0.25ysk, where k ranges over the four adjacent cells. If y is set too low, the smoothing has little effect, while too high a value will severely degrade the misfit reduction. The solution shown in Fig.5(c) results from a moderate smoothing (y:0.5), whlch still permits reasonable misfit reduction at the expense of more iteration steps. A number of smaller features are removed or smeared out, but the principal features actually stand out more clearly in the absence of small-scale structure.
In order to test the robustness of the depth extent of the dipping interface, another regularization was applied in an attempt to force anomalous structure towards the surface. This was again done by filtering the grid at each iteration. A depth-(e-)dependent weighting function of the form (zolz)e is applied below z : zo to reduce the magnitude of deep slowness anomalies relative to the surface layers. The results presented here use a scale depth zo: L0 km and index p: Q.5.
Again, there is a trade-off of regularization against misût reduction and more iterations are required to close on the between iterations as the changing velocity structure affects the ray paths, but the principal features remain. Using this filter in the inversion (Fig. 5b) removes most of the spurious features seen in the naive inversion. lVhat remains is a number of significant features that can be interpreted in terms of the tectonic evolution of the southern margin of the Amadeus Basin. Several points need to be borne in mind in interpreting these slowness maps. First, in these figures the level of the surface is represented by the horizontal bar on which the station markers rest. The contours do not extend right to the surface, and the features must be extrapolated to z:0 by eye. Second, the traveltime anomalies have been zero-averaged and the slowness anomalies are therefore indeterminate to within a constant offset. Consequently, no particular signiûcance is attached to the zero coûtour, nor indeed to any other.
The most obvious feature is the strong velocity contrast across an interface dipping to the south beneath the southern end of the profile. Ray densities are a mâximum over this feature, reaching around 110 raykm per cell. Recalling that the term 'ray' in this context refers to composite rays representing 3-13 individual events from the same source area, the interface is therefore well defined at the resolution of the model. The velocity contrast across it is of the order of 20 msec km-1 over a distance of 10 km.
The interface dips at 60" down to a knee at 25 km, where it steepens to 80o, and then appears to shallow again below 50 km. The slow side of the interface coincides at the surface with the approximate location of the Mann Fault. The midline ofthe interface actually seems to extrapolate to the surface several km south of the Mann Fault, but, as pointed out above, there is no reason to interpret any particular contour as marking a physical boundary. The most that can be said is that a fault probably lies between the slowness maxima on either side, and that it seems to have one or two knees between the surface and70 km depth.
The high-velocity block to the south of the main interface is further segmented by a feature that corresponds at the surface with the Wintiginna lineament in the magnetic field (Smith 1979 asymptotic solution. The result, shown in Fig.5(d) , indicates that the 60-80 km depth of the interface is indeed a robust feature. Other patches of slowness anomaly at the base of the model are removed by this process, and the smearing of velocity anomalies along the incident ray paths at the two ends of the grid is also severely curtailed, but the dipping interface persists. Any more severe surface weighting results in drastically increased asymptotic misfit.
Out-of-plane sources
All of the results discussed so far use rays arriving at stations at azimuths within 35' of the strike of the profile, the majority within 10". For such rays, the strong east-\ryest strike of the geology provides a good justification of the assumption of two-dimensionality in the model. However, there were a number of arrivals from sources in the Fiji, Kermadec and New Zealand regions, at azimuths of 89-119'. For these rays, entering almost perpendicular to the model, the modest concave-to-the-north curvature of the structures around the profile could be expected to cause blurring of otherwise sharp features. For example, rays arriving from the east at station 10 would be mapped as passing through the cells directly below it, which other cross-cutting rays sense as slow material. If the structures veer northwards to the east of the profile, however, these easterly rays would in fact be passing through the highervelocity overthrust block for much of their length in the crust. In the inversion, they would then distribute this high velocity (negative slowness) to slow regions through which they had not passed, blurring the final result.
The gravity field over the Musgrave Block strongly suggests that this curvature characterizes the deep structure, and for this reason the eastern sources were excluded from the initial inversions. The result of including the eastern sources in the inversion (Fig. 6a) seems to justify this caution. The velocity contrast across the interface is indeed damped, and most features are stretched in the vertical. Further support for this interpretation is found by increasing the apparent azimuth of the eastern sources by 10". This causes the rays to be traced through a more accurate projection of the cells through which they would have passed, assuming this curvature of the deep structures. The rays come in 'on the right side of the interface'. The resulting solution (Fig.6b) indeed shows a sharper interface, increased velocity contrast, and reduced vertical extent, consistent with the earlier solutions. The fact that this procedure does bring the slowness features back into focus strongly suggests that the deep structures in the area do have a concave-to-the-north curvature, and that arrivals perpendicular to the profile are particularly sensitive to this. Because we lack 3-D control on these structures, we cannot adequately model this effect, and these arrivals therefore should not be (and have not been) used to constrain the dip of interfaces in the slowness reconstructions.
Velocity and gravity
The crustal velocity structure associated with the slowness anomaly plots is obtained by applying the anomalies to a simple reference velocity structure. This is done at each iteration in the inversion in order to trace rays through the current velocity model. The velocity pattern shown in Fig.7 [derived from o 1996 RAS, GJI 126,645-662 Central Australian crustal structure 653 Fig.5(b) l gives a clearer picture of the oflset of horizontal surfaces across the imaged interfaces.
As noted earlier, we have combined this velocity model with empirical velocity-density relations to convert to density and so determine the gravity signal implied by the derived slowness maps. One such result is shown in Fig. 7(b) , along with the gtavily interpolated at the stations from the 1 :250 000 sheet gravity maps of the area (Smith 1979) . The simple oneparameter density conversion produces a gravity proflle ofthe same magnitude and with the same general character as the observations, although signiÊcant mismatch remains.
Two aspects of the mismatch, however, can be reasonably well explained. Both of them are related to the fact that gravity is more sensitive to near-surface density structures than to deep ones of similar magnitude, but traveltime anomalies are not biased in this way. V/hile the surface weighting process can attribute slowness to near-surface regions, the traveltime variations themselves can be acquired anywhere along an incoming ray path. This means that near-surface structure is far more important for the fit of the gravity anomalies than for the traveltime residuals.
If, as seems likely, the Woodrofle Fault is overlain by a thin wedge of high-density material averaging 2-3 km thickness and extending out as far as station 14, this would explain most of the discrepancy between observed and predicted gravity between stations 8 and 14 without having a major effect on traveltimes. (A 3 km slab of relative density 400 kg m2 at the surface would have a gravity effect of 50 mgal, but a traveltime effect, based on eq. (6), of only 0.06 s.) The effect of the presence of such a slab is shown as the light curve in Fig. 7(b) .
The other arca in which the model gravity fails to fit well is the relative magnitude of the two maxima. The model predicts a high over stations 23-26 significantly greater than the actual central-basin gravity high. This high is associated in the model with near-surface high-velocity features that can be interpreted as shallowing of the basement beneath the sedimentary basin. The two-parameter velocity-density relationship of eq. (7) indicates that the basin sediment (and the felsic Proterozoic upper crust underlying the basin) should be assigned a lower density for the same seismic velocity. An order of magnitude estimate for a 7-8 km layer with an average m lower by 2 amu than the exposed lower-crustal material of the Musgrave Block indicates a reduction of the order of 50 mgal over the northern half of the line, bringing it into line with the observations.
There is little point in fine tuning such corrections to perfect a fit to the data as there are a number ofunconstrained effects that will inevitably remain unaccountable, including variations in the third dimension and small-scale structures below the limit of the seismic resolution. Moreover, the velocity-density models can only be coarse approximations. The important thing to note here is that the inversion solutions imply gravity profiles with the correct general character, and that first-order corrections operate in the correct sense and with a suitable magnitude to account for the bulk of the residual misfit. THE A.RUNTA A'ND REDBANK LINES Fewer instruments were deployed on the lines across the northern margin of the basin than on the Musgrave line (Lambeck 1991) . As a result the lines are shorter, t62 and 184 km for the Arunta and Redbank lines, respectively, and the average station spacing is slightly greater (10-12 km). The solutions therefore display less structure. However, the (a) Slowness (Figs 8 and 10) , reaching a peak-to-peak value of over 1.5 s compared to 1.1 s on the Musgrave line, indicating a stronger and/or more extensive velocity coûtrast. Beneath the Arunta line, the region illuminated by incoming rays is more compact than for the Musgrave line and reaches a higher concentration of around 160 composite ray km per cell.
Two solutions for the Arunta line are shown in Fig.8 , one using only the information-density fllter and the other smoothed and surface weighted in the same way as Fig. 5(d) . Both show a simple structure comprising two northwarddipping interfaces on either side of a zone of high velocity. The sharper southern interface intersects the surface in the vicinity of the Redbank Thrust, which is mapped just south of station 6. This thrust, which can be traced to at least 35 km depth, and possibly as deep as 50 km, in deep seismic reflection records (Goleby et aI. 1.989), has been interpreted as a major crustal boundary. In fact, structural and geochemical evidence indicates the Central and Southern Arunta provinces were distinct terranes even before the major thrusting on the Redbank Zone during the Alice Springs Orogeny (Shaw & Black 1991; Black & Shaw 1992) . In this area the main velocity interface dips at -55", compared with the 35-40' migrated apparent dip of the reflector interpreted as the Redbank Thrust on the reflection profile only 20 km to the east (Goleby et aI. 1989) . Another short reflection line 70 km further to the east also shows a 35-40" dip (Wright et al. L993) . Dips of exposed structures in the area are variable, generally steepening towards the north, and provide little information on the dip to be expected at depth (R. D. Shaw, private communication).
The low-velocity zone concentrated near the surface at the northern end of the line corresponds to the outcrop of Ngalia basin sediments underlain by relatively low-velocity uppercrustal rocks, which are probably responsible for much of this feature. Normal movement on smaller faults in the Central Arunta Province, such as were identified on the reflection profile north of the Redbank Thrust (Goleby et aI. 1989 ) may have combined to offset the Ngalia basin crust downwards over a relatively broad region. The undulations on velocity surfaces in the Arunta block beneath stations 10-13 (Fig 9b) may also be due to movement on these faults, but the amount of movement is too small to be resolved by the current analysis.
The features that appear in the Redbank line solutions (Figs 10 and 11) are similar to the Arunta line, although the structure is not as simple and the main features are less well deûned. A dipping interface is clearly seen intersecting the surface in the vicinity of the Redbank Zone. It persists through the entire depth of the model in both the simple filtered solution and the smoothed and surface-weighted solution. Again, the interface seems to correspond to the Redbank Thrust, both in its surface location and the general character of the feature observed on the deep seismic reflection profile. However, the dip of the interface observed on both of the traveltime lines is significantly greater than the 35-40" reported for both the reflection line that runs between them and the short Milton Park line further east (Wright et al. 1993) . A range of inversion and filtering Lambeck et al. (1988) who, while they do not comment specifically on the dip of the interface, do note that it cannot be reduced (or increased) by more than 10' from their model without seriously damaging the fit to certain arrival times.
Most of the irregularity in the slow zone south of this interface is removed by smoothing, leaving only the suggestion of a bimodal character there. The slow lobe at depth beneath the northern end of the line is readily removed by surface weighting, and probably reflects the slowness of Ngalia basin sediments and the granites underlying them, unconstrained in depth due to the lack of ray crossings at the end of the line. The Napperby and Patty Hill Thrusts between stations 14 and 16 are too close to the end of the line to be resolved.
The main difference from the Arunta line is that the interface between low-and high-velocity material becomes broader and more diffuse above about 50 km. In fact, there is a strong suggestion of a near-vertical fault cutting the toe of the thrust above that level, isolating the wedge of crust on which stations 6-9 rest. While it is possible that this is due to the uneven information-density distribution, this interpretation receives support from the aeromagnetic map of the area (Fig. 12) . The Redbank line crosses a number of east-west-trending magnetic o 1996 RAS, GJI 126, [645] [646] [647] [648] [649] [650] [651] [652] [653] [654] [655] [656] [657] [658] [659] [660] [661] [662] lineations. The feature intersecting the line near station 6 coincides with the Redbank Zone. Other lineations cross the Redbank line between stations 7 and8. between stations 9 and 10, and near station 12. Of these, the second is ideally placed to be the expression of the proposed secondary fault in the hanging wall of the thrust. Significantly, this series of lineations does not extend across to the Arunta line. Instead, several seem to truncate against a NW-SE zone running obliquely between the two lines. The magnetic character over the equivalent portion of the Arunta line is quite distinct. The Redbank Zone is still apparent, but there is only one other major, though relatively subdued, lineation parallel to it. This might be traced to the closest of the three parallel lineations seen to the east. If it also represents a fault in the toe of the thrust, it is probably too close to the Redbank Fault to resolve from the present data.
The major lineation cutting the Redbank line near station 12 also seems to have a counterpart in the traveltime solutions, appearing as a near-vertical boundary in the slowness profile of Fig. 10(c) and as a bifurcation of the high-velocity peak in Fig. 11(a) . Here again we may be seeing the effect of irregular ray distribution among the model cells, but the feature is not readily removed by smoothing (Fig. l0d) , and it also appears in 'naive' inversions where the information-density filtering is not applied. V/hile all of these features are at the fringe of current resolution, they are both plausible and consistent with other geophysical data, and would bear further investigation. Gravity anomalies predicted by the velocity model along the Arunta line fit the observed values very well. The only significant discrepancy is that the gravity low at the edge of the basin is predicted to be closer to the Redbank Thrust in the model than it is found to be. However, as in the south, the edge of the preserved basin does not coincide with the surface trace of the principal bounding fault. Instead, greenschistamphibolite-facies basement rock extends south of the Redbank Thrust, probably resting on the more shallowly dipping Ormiston Nappe Thrust (Shaw et al. I99tb; Wright et al. l99L ). The presence of such a wedge, combined with the previously noted fact that the gravity profile is more sensitive to near-surface features than the slowness solutions, can account for most of the oflset of the minimum and the difference in its magnitude, as indicated by the lighter curve in Fig. 9(b) for which the effect of such a wedge has been added. The fit to gravity over the Redbank line is similar, noting again that the dc offset between the observations and the model is unconstrained. The Redbank line, however, does not extend far enough south to show whether the gravity low at the edge of the basin is offset. Some extra shallow mass at the southern end of the line, however, would clearly enhance the fit, as it would on the Arunta line. o 1996 RAS. GJr 126.645-662
CONCLTJSIONS
The maximum depth at which structure can be mapped in these models is effectively deflned by the base of the region of dense ray crossovers. This is a triangular region extending below 100 km in the central half of each of the profiles and shallowing towards the ends of the lines (e.g. Fig. 4a ). In all cases the most prominent feature of the solutions is a sharp interface between slow and fast regions dipping away from the basin and beneath the adjacent basement blocks. The slowness contrast across the interfaces is up to 20mseckm-l and is most clearly defined on the Arunta line and marginally weaker on the Musgrave and Redbank lines. For each line, the fastest region, on the upper side of the interface, corresponds to a belt of high-grade metamorphic rocks where they crop out at the surface. The interface between slow and fast regions extends to at least 50 km depth in all cases, and this depth is maintained in the face of attempts to force velocity structures to the near surface by regularization. On the northern lines the interface is maintained below 80 km.
The average dip of the interface on the northern lines appears to be around 50-60". This interface corresponds at the surface to the mylonites of the Redbank Thrust Zone, and can be correlated with the Redbank Thrust identified in deep seismic reflection data (Goleby et al. 1989 ). However, the dip observed on the velocity interface is significantly greater than the 35-40' reported for the reflection line, and no plausible changes to the parameters of the inversion will make it quite that shallow. This difference could still be due to unknown systematic effects in the studies. Another possibility is that the difference may reflect the diflerent strikes of the two profiles where they cross the thrust zone. Our seismograph lines strike about 10-15" west of a line perpendicular to the thrust zone in this area, while the reflection line strikes around 30" to the east of it. If our seismic profiles happen to be exactly aligned with the direction of maximum dip on the thrust and the reflection lines cross it obliquely, then the difference in strike could account for a 10' difference in apparent dip between them and the reflection line, just enough to squeeze them into agreement. However, this is the extreme case, and if the thrust actually dips perpendicular to the trace of the thrust zore at the surface then the geometrical eflect only accounts for a few degrees. Other factors, such as smearing of the 3-D structure of the thrust zone through the assumption of twodimensionality, and systematic error in incidence angle caused by anisotropy and lateral structure in the upper mantle, may contribute to the difference in dip. Alternatively, the difference may be real as the two studies are not imaging quite the same physical properties. For example, the fabric showing up in the @ 1996 RAS, GJI 126,645-662 reflection profile may be dominantly the imprint of the later stages of Alice Springs deformation, while the velocity contrast is more likely to reflect the combined eflects of the earlier stages of deformation in this part of the Arunta Block. On the Musgrave line at the southern edge of the basin, the dip on the main slowness interface is steeper, around 60-80", although it becomes less steep near the surface. Secondary features are also observed, including a knee on the dipping interface on the Musgrave line and a gentle dip of isovelocity surfaces within the basin towards the basin margins. Where the lines extend into the Amadeus Basin there is an increase in average crustal velocity towards the centre of the basin consistent with shallowing of the Moho towards the central arch in the gravity field (Lambeck & Penney 1984) .
A complex structure on the Redbank line suggests that a steep fault cuts through the hanging wall of the thrust there. Evidence is found for movement on several secondary faults within the Arunta block, and differences in this between the Arunta and Redbank lines are consistent with magnetic anomalies. However, these features are at the limit of current resolution. Resolution in these inversions is limited not only by the station spacing but by the wavelength of the incident signals and by scattering in the target region. In this analysis we are working near the limits of resolution of ray tomography (Williamson 1991) , and diffraction methods may have to be 1 32Ë 225 Figure12.MagneticintensitynrapoftIreFIet.tlirntrsbttrgandNzrpperbyshee1al.eascor, derived from the Austr'¿rlian Geological Survey Organis¿rtion's N¿rtional Ailbolne Geophysical l)atabase. 1992. Dots mark the stations of the Arunta line (A) and Redbank line (R). MH: McDonnell Horrocline, RTZ: Redbank Thmst Zone, MHT: Mount Harris Thrust. The difference in magnetic character between the ccntral parts of the trvo lines is also lelìectecl in thc infclred velocity stnìcture. rn rn A employed to obtain a significantly sharper picture of the fault-bounded material contrasts within the uplifted blocks.
The main observational weakness on all the lines is the relatively small number of southerly events that are needed to provide a good density of ray crossings. Minor differences in locations of features between the present study and that of Lambeck & Burgess (1992) can be traced to the use ofdiffe¡ent subsets of the southerly data. While it is possible to use later phases to augment the southerly data, their value is compromised if the ray paths pass through regions of strong heterogeneity on their way to the target region.
Derived gravity-profile predictions resemble observations surprisingly well in their style and approximate magnitude, given the simple velocity-density relations used to derive them, and provide an extra confirmation of the general features of the models generated by the inversion. The results, like the reflection proûling, support a thick-skinned thrusting model for the deformation in the central sections of the northern and southern Amadeus Basin margins. They also suggest a strong degree of symmetry between the effects of the Alice Springs Orogeny at this part of the northern margin and at least one of the late Palaeozoic deformation events identified at the southern margin of the Amadeus Basin.
